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Press Information 

 

Classic and Vintage Cars at the Motorworld 

Hall of Legend and luxury hotels offer versatile possibilities  

 

Design hotel, event location and an exhibition of mobile classics – the Motorworld Region Stuttgart 

is a concentration of automotive passions on an area of 50,000 square meter and is a real mecca 

for car lovers.  

 

The Motorworld in the unique ambience of the historic listed building at the former 

Böblingen/Sindelfingen airfield offers a stylish setting for all kinds of activities to do with vintage 

vehicles, collector's items, car maintenance and accessories. The building has been thoroughly 

restored using the most up-to-date materials, while paying strict attention to the preservation of the 

historic original. Vehicle restoration facilities and salesrooms are complemented by excellent 

catering, allowing visitors (no admission charge) to enjoy the sophisticated combination of a classic 

car museum, an exhibition of sports cars, workshops and fine food. It's also possible to take to the 

air again on the airfield: at the simINN Flugsimulations Center (Flight Simulation Centre) Stuttgart, 

a Boeing 737 and a Cessna 172 offer visitors unforgettable flying experiences. The Motorworld’s 

"Hall of Legend" is an ideal venue for congresses, meetings or gala occasions. The large event 

area of 1,000 square meter can be booked for a wide range of functions and can accommodate up 

to 950 guests.  

 

At both hotels (V8 Hotel and V8 Hotel classic) overnight guests can choose between standard 

rooms and individually designed theme rooms geared to the classic car ambience of the 

Motorworld. The both V8 Hotels fit in perfectly with the existing MOTORWORLD ensemble. The V8 

Hotel (opening in 2018) contains 153 rooms, apartments and conference rooms on a total area of 

6,000 square meter. The theme of the hotel is already apparent in the lobby, where, alongside the 

restaurant and hotel bar, the focus is on automotive treasures: this is the sales area for top-calibre 

classic models and high-end sports cars. Automobile dreams will come true in the 26 V8 theme 

rooms in total, which have been furnished with great attention to detail. Guests can spend the night 

in rooms with imaginative names such as "Scheunenfund" (Barn Find), "Le Mans", "Off Road" or 

"Made in Germany. 

In the V8 Hotel Classic guests can make themselves at home for example in the Car Wash Room 

between wraparounds, pipes and a tunnel controller – just like in a proper car wash. Or they can 

soak up the scrapyard flair in the Nostalgia Room. Other rooms with themes such as motor racing, 

workshop, vision, tuning, filling station, Route 66, drive-in cinema and V8 Camp are guaranteed to 

make a night at the V8 Hotel a unique experience. The exclusive Tower Suite extends over three 
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levels. Featuring a panorama bathroom, roof terrace and original backdrops from automotive 

history, this is the perfect place to forget the daily grind.  

Alongside the historic Motorworld there's a unique centre of international driving culture. On an 

area of 8,000 square metre, modern luxury vehicles, sports cars and bikes of the brands Maserati, 

Ferrari and Harley Davidson are presented in a display that's unparalleled in Germany.  

 

Additional information under: www.motorworld.de/en and www.v8hotel.de/en  

 

 

 

Information about the Stuttgart Region at: Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH, Tourist Information "i-Punkt", 

Königstr. 1a (opposite main railway station), Phone: +49 711-22 28-0, info@stuttgart-tourist.de, 

www.stuttgart-tourist.com 

Hotel rooms: Phone: +49 711-22 28-100, hotels@stuttgart-tourist.de 

Sightseeing tours: Phone: +49 711-22 28-123, touren@stuttgart-tourist.de  
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